SESAME-PGSB Workshop

⇨ Online-Workshop on 16th November 2021 — 10\(^{00}\) to 13\(^{00}\) (EET) resp. 9\(^{00}\) to 12\(^{00}\) (CET)

**Program**

1) **Welcome (5’)** – H.E. Mahmoud Abu Mois, Minister of Higher Education and Scientific Research, Palestine

2) **Goal of the Workshop (5’)** – Frank Lehner (DESY)

3) **The Palestinian-German Science Bridge PGSB (20’)** – Ghaleb Natour / Caitlin Morgan (PGSB/FZJ)

4) **Introduction to SESAME (10’)** – Andrea Lausi (Scientific Director at SESAME)

5) **The SESAME Beamlines (5x 10’)**
   - Opportunities at MS – Mahmoud Abdellatief (SESAME)
   - Opportunities at XAFS/XRF – Messaoud Harfouche (SESAME)
   - Opportunities at HESEB – Mustafa Genisel / Wolfgang Eberhardt (SESAME/DESY)
   - Opportunities at IR – Gihan Kamel (SESAME)
   - Opportunities at BEATS – Gianluca Iori (SESAME)

6) **Highlights from a Science Project at SESAME / case study from Palestine (15’)** – Rezq Basheer-Salimia (NUVTE) / Kirsi Lorentz (Cyl) / Messaoud Harfouche (SESAME)

7) **Virtual Coffee Break (5’)**

8) **Overview of the user community in Palestine and activities (15’)** – Rezq Basheer-Salimia (Chairman & General Coordinator Palestine National Committee of SESAME, President of Nablus University for Vocational and Technical education)

9) **Discussions on how to improve access to SESAME and promote cooperation projects for Palestine users** (everyone is warmly invited to take part in this discussion)

Please register following this [link](#).